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Abstract
Quantum-enhanced metrology is boosting interferometer sensitivities to extraordinary
levels, up to the point where table-top experiments have been proposed to measure
Planck-scale effects predicted by quantum gravity theories. In setups involving multiple
photon interferometers, as those for measuring the so-called holographic fluctuations,
entanglement provides substantial improvements in sensitivity. Entanglement is how-
ever a fragile resource and may be endangered by decoherence phenomena. We analyze
how noisy effects arising either from the weak coupling to an external environment or
from the modification of the canonical commutation relations in photon propagation
may affect this entanglement enhanced gain in sensitivity.
1 Introduction
Most approaches to quantum gravity, either effective or fundamental, generally predict the
appearance of non-standard phenomena at the Planck scale, due to the “foamy” structure
of spacetime.1 It is however difficult in general to estimate how these necessarily tiny dis-
turbances could become visible in an actual experimental setup.
1The original idea that at Planck scale quantum fluctuations of the space geometry could destroy the
smoothness of the space-time manifold has been introduced in [1] and, since then, further discussed by many
authors (e.g. see [2]-[9]); for recent reviews and further details, see [10, 11] and references therein.
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Interferometric apparata have emerged as the most suitable setups for such kind of analy-
sis, in particular those made of two identical photon interferometers: it has been shown that
using a couple of correlated interferometers in specific configurations may allow to efficiently
distinguish quantum gravity effects from other spurious signals [12, 13, 14]. The extreme
sensitivities that these apparata need to reach in order to actually measure these minuscule
effects is nevertheless challenging [15, 16, 17].
As in gravitational wave detectors [18, 19, 20], quantum metrological methods may be
employed to enhance the sensitivity of such quantum gravity detectors [21]. On the one
hand, the use of nonclassical states, such as single- and two-mode squeezed states can be
a resource to enhance the sensitivity of optical interferometers [22], allowing, at least in
principle, to reach the so-called Heisenberg limit [23, 24]. On the other hand, it has been
shown that in the particular setup using two photon interferometers, by feeding them with
quantum correlated (entangled) initial photons the overall sensitivity of the device may be
dramatically enlarged, at least in an ideal situation [25, 26].
Quantum entanglement is however a fragile resource, that can be endangered by various
decohering phenomena: therefore, it is of utmost importance to investigate to what extent
the entanglement enhanced sensitivity of the apparatus is robust against external noise.
Indeed, an interferometer is never completely isolated form the external environment, which
is in general a source of decohering phenomena. Furthermore, many fundamental theories
predict various kinds of spacetime noncommutativity at the undermost, basic level [27]-[31];
these phenomena can affect the propagation of the photons inside the interferometers through
a modification of the canonical commutation relation, leading to further noisy phenomena.
All these unwanted effects may reduce the enhancement in sensitivity obtained by feeding
the apparatus with highly non-classical, entangled light.
The general theory of open quantum systems [32]-[38], i.e. systems in weak interactions
with external baths, can be used to estimate the effects produced by the external environment
in the double interferometer apparatus. In this framework, the propagation of the photons
inside the experimental setup is described by a quantum dynamical semigroup, generalizing
the familiar unitary dynamics. On the other hand, the existence of a minimum length, as
predicted by most theories based on noncommutative geometry [29, 30, 31], may lead to
a generalized uncertainty principle and as a consequence to a modification of the bosonic
canonical commutation relations the photon mode operators obey.
In the following, we shall discuss in detail how the sensitivity enhancements provided
by the use of entangled photons is affected by the presence of both sources of “noise”. In
particular, we shall estimate how large the effects of these decohering phenomena should
be in order to spoil the enhancement in sensitivity when detecting quantum gravity effects
obtained through the use of quantum metrological methods.
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Figure 1: Left: when two interferometers I1 and I2 are in the parallel configuration, they display
correlated holographic fluctuations. Right: in the orthogonal configuration, the correlation in
holographic fluctuations vanishes. More details about the interferometers are given in Figure 2.
2 Detecting holographic fluctuations with entangled
photons
Photon interferometers are among the most accurate devices for detecting tiny effects induced
inside the apparatus by external perturbations. In the specific case of quantum gravity, it
has been predicted that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale may result in
a noncommutativity of spatial coordinates, leading in turn to optical path-length differences
between the two arms of the interferometer; the resulting phase shifts have been named
holographic fluctuations [12].
As mentioned above, this new kind of fluctuations cannot be detected by a single inter-
ferometer: it is nearly impossible to isolate holographic fluctuations from other spurious
signals, even using extremely sensitive setups as gravitational antennas. Therefore, specific
configurations have been actually designed and built in order to measure the accumulated
phases coming from holographic noise [15, 16, 17].
If two slightly displaced parallel interferometers occupy overlapping spacetime volumes,
then they display correlated holographic fluctuations (see the left panel of Figure 1, “parallel
configuration”); on the other hand, by rotating one of the interferometers by 90◦ degrees,
so that one arm of the first interferometer becomes antiparallel to the one of the other,
spacetime overlapping is precluded and, as a consequence, the correlation in holographic
fluctuations vanishes (see the right panel of Figure 1, “orthogonal configuration”). The
second configuration can thus be taken as a reference measurement for the background signal,
that, once subtracted from the outcome of the first configuration, should allow detecting
the quantum gravity induced holographic fluctuations, provided sufficient sensitivity and
statistics are achieved.
The principal intrinsic limitation in achieving high accuracies in phase determination in
such double interferometric devices is due to the shot noise limit. This limitation can be in
part circumvented by feeding the apparatus with nonclassical light. Indeed, as in the case of
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Figure 2: Schematic configuration of the k-th interferometer, k = 1, 2, with input a, b and output
c, d port modes; BS represents the beam splitter, while the detectors at the output ports measure
the photon number Nc and Nd.
more standard gravitational wave interferometry [18, 19, 20], also in the case of holographic
fluctuation measurements the use of squeezed light instead of classical coherent one would
allow reaching higher sensitivities in phase estimation.
However, the major breakthrough in sensitivity enhancement for the measurement of holo-
graphic fluctuations was shown to be brought in by feeding the double interferometer with
suitable quantum correlated photons [25]. The considered setup is made of two identical
Michelson-like interferometers, labelled Ik, k = 1, 2 (see Figure 2). The inputs fields of
the interferometers are described by the creation and annihilation mode operators a†k, ak
and b†k, bk, k = 1, 2, obeying the standard bosonic commutation relations, [a
†
j, ak] = δjk,
[b†j, bk] = δjk; they are combined into a beamsplitter giving rise to the output mode opera-
tors c†k, ck and d
†
k, dk, respectively. The number of photons in the output ports, Nck = c
†
k ck
and Ndk = d
†
k dk, are measured by means of two photodetectors. As previously mentioned,
quantum gravity effects induce an optical path length difference in the interferometers and
therefore a phase shift φk, so that the relation between input and output modes is given by:
ck(φk) = ak cos (φk/2) + bk sin (φk/2) (1)
dk(φk) = bk cos (φk/2)− ak sin (φk/2) . (2)
The configuration in which the two interferometers essentially overlap, having the corre-
sponding arms aligned, will be named parallel (‖), while the second configuration in which
one interferometer is rotated with respect to the other, leading to two parallel and two
antiparallel arms, will be called orthogonal (⊥).
Let us now feed the b-ports of the two interferometers with photons in the same coherent
state, i.e., Db1(µ)Db2(µ)|0〉 = |µ〉|µ〉, where Dbk(µ) = exp(µ b†k − µ∗ bk) is the displacement
operator of mode bk, k = 1, 2, and µ ∈ C, while the a-ports with photons in an entangled
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squeezed state; in other terms, the light entering the a-ports is quantum correlated between
the two interferometers, while the one entering the b-ports is not. The entangled state is
obtained by acting on the vacuum state with the two-mode squeezing operator
S(ζ) = exp
(
ζa†1a
†
2 − ζ∗a1a2
)
, ζ = reiθ , r, θ ∈ R , (3)
giving rise to the two-mode squeezed vacuum state (the so-called twin-beam state):
|TWB〉 = 1
cosh(r)
∞∑
n=0
[
tanh(r)
]n
einθ |n, n〉 , (4)
where |n, m〉, n,m ∈ N, are standard two-mode Fock states. This state consists of a super-
position of paired states with equal number of photons in each mode; as a result, it is a null
eigenstate of any moment of the photon number difference operator, namely:(
a†1a1 − a†2a2
)p |TWB〉 = 0 , ∀p ∈ N. (5)
In order to observe correlated phase-dependent fluctuations, one needs to study the behavior
of an observable which depends on both phases φk, k = 1, 2; a convenient choice is given by
the photon number difference at the output ck ports of the interferometers, namely [25, 26]:
∆N(φ1, φ2) =
[
Nc1(φ1)−Nc2(φ2)
]2
. (6)
In addition, the holographic fluctuations are expected to be a stochastic process and there-
fore, in order to obtain averages to be compared with experimental outcomes, the expecta-
tion of ∆N over the output photon states, hereafter indicated by 〈∆N〉, needs to be further
averaged over an appropriate probability distribution fα(φ1, φ2):
Eα [∆N(φ1, φ2)] =
∫
dφ1dφ2 fα(φ1, φ2) 〈∆N(φ1, φ2)〉 , α = ‖, ⊥ . (7)
One can show [25] that the holographic fluctuations are actually described by the following
phase-shift correlations
E‖ [δφ1 δφ2] =
∫
dφ1dφ2 δφ1 δφ2 f‖(φ1, φ2) , (8)
where δφk = φk − φk,0, k = 1, 2 are phase shift deviations from their corresponding mean
central value φk,0. By making the reasonable assumptions that the distributions fα(φ1, φ2)
have identical marginals and uncorrelated phase noise in the ⊥ configuration, one can relate
this quantity to the differences of the two averages E‖ [∆N(φ1, φ2)] and E⊥| [∆N(φ1, φ2)]. By
expanding the explicit expressions of these expectations in series of δφk about the central
values φk,0, one finds, for small δφk [25]:
E‖ [δφ1δφ2] =
E‖
[
∆N(φ1, φ2)
]− E⊥[∆N(φ1, φ2)]
〈∂φ1∂φ2∆N(φ1, φ2)〉 |φk=φk,0
, (9)
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which holds when the denominator is nonvanishing. We are interested in evaluating the
uncertainty ∆E with which this quantity can be determined using the double interferometer
apparatus, i.e.
∆E =
[
Var‖ [∆N(φ1, φ2)] + Var⊥ [∆N(φ1, φ2)]
〈∂φ1∂φ2∆N(φ1, φ2)〉2 |φk=φk,0
]1/2
, (10)
where Varα [∆N(φ1, φ2)] are the variances of ∆N(φ1, φ2), in the two configurations α = ‖, ⊥.
Within the same approximation used above, one finds that, to lowest order in δφk:
∆E '
[
2 Var‖ [∆N(φ1, φ2)]
〈∂φ1∂φ2∆N(φ1, φ2)〉2
∣∣∣∣
φk=φk,0
]1/2
. (11)
This result was used in [25] to show that, by feeding the apparatus with the two-mode
squeezed vacuum state (4), one can obtain a substantial increase in sensitivity for holographic
fluctuations detection with respect to an analogous device using classical light. In particular,
in the special case φ1,0 = φ2,0 = 0, the interferometers act like two completely transparent
media, as one can see from (1), (2) by setting φk ≡ φk,0 = 0. Therefore, recalling the
property (5), the uncertainty ∆E vanishes, while with coherent photon input states the shot
noise limits the uncertainty to ∆E ≥ ∆Ecl ≡
√
2/|µ|2 [25].
This striking result holds only in an ideal setting, with interferometers working with
perfect efficiency. The robustness of these results against possible setup inefficiencies was
also studied in [25, 26] by modelling them in terms of photon losses inside the apparatus.
In the following, we shall study how the evaluation of ∆E may be affected by the presence
of a weakly coupled external environment and by a gravity induced modification of the
bosonic commutation relations obeyed by the photon modes.
3 Noise induced by an external environment
In a realistic scenario, the photons travelling inside the two interferometers inevitably feel
the presence of the surrounding, external environment, leading to noisy effects that might
endanger the accuracy in phase determination. In general, it is hard to estimate the form and
magnitude of these unwanted effects due to the complexity of the photon dynamics inside
the apparatus; however, in the specific situation at hand, the coupling between the photons
and the environment can be assumed to be very weak and in such a case their behaviour can
be effectively described using the well established theory of quantum open systems [32]-[38].
Quite in general, the environment, which is made of an infinite number of microscopic
degrees of freedom, can be modelled as a free bosonic bath in equilibrium at a given inverse
temperature β. The total system, photons plus bath, can be initially prepared in a separable
state of the form ρ ⊗ ρβ, where ρ is the density matrix describing the photon initial state,
while ρβ is the Gibbs density matrix describing the equilibrium state of the environment.
For rather generic (bilinear) interactions between photons and environment, in the limit of
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weak coupling, the reduced photon dynamics of the photons inside the interferometric setup,
obtained by tracing over the bath degrees of freedom, can be described by a master equation
in Kossakowski-Lindblad form [32].
The relevant equation describing the time evolution of the a1 and a2-mode photon states
can then be cast in the following form:
∂ρ(t)
∂t
= −i[H, ρ] +
4∑
i,j=1
Cij
(
VjρV
†
i −
1
2
{
V †i Vj, ρ
})
, (12)
where Vi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 represent the components of the four-vector (a1, a
†
1, a2, a
†
2), while
H = ωγ
∑
k a
†
k ak is the free photon Hamiltonian, with ωγ the photon energy; in addition,
{ , } signifies anticommutation. The coefficient matrix Cij, known as Kossakowski matrix,
contains the information about the environment. In the case of a free bath of bosons at
energy ω and temperature T = 1/β, it can be taken of the following simple form [39, 40]:
Cij = λ

1 +M 0 0 0
0 M 0 0
0 0 1 +M 0
0 0 0 M
 , (13)
where M =
(
eβω − 1)−1 is the usual Boltzmann factor, while λ is the photon-environment
coupling constant.
In the master equation (12) one can distinguish two contributions: the first one is the
standard Hamiltonian term leading to a unitary evolution, while the other is responsible for
noisy effects due to the presence of the environment: the part containing the anticommutator
produces dissipation, while the remaining term leads to decohering effects. Due to these
effects, the finite-time dynamics generated by (12) is no longer unitary, but of semigroup
type, with composition holding only forward in time.
As described in the previous Section, the states of the photons at the ak ports are prepared
in an entangled twin-beam state. In order to evaluate the environmental disturbances on
phase estimation, one has now to propagate in time this state according to the evolution
equation (12) up to the time τ = 4L/c, where L is the length of the interferometer arms and
c is the speed of light.
This can be more easily obtained by passing to a phase-space description, i.e. by intro-
ducing the two-mode Wigner function corresponding to the photon state ρ:
W (z1, z2) =
1
pi2
∫
d2ξ1 d
2ξ2 e
z1ξ∗1−z∗1ξ1+z2ξ∗2−z∗2ξ2 Tr [ρD1(ξ1)D2(ξ2)] , z1, z2 ∈ C , (14)
where Dk(ξk) = exp(ξka
†
k − ξ∗kak), k = 1, 2 are the so-called displacement operators. This
description is completely equivalent to the one in terms of density matrices; in particular, it
allows computing expectation values of monomials in the mode operators a1, a2 by means
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of the following general formula [41]:
Tr
[
ρ (a†1)
n1am11 (a
†
2)
n2am22
]
= n1!n2!
(
−1
2
)n1+n2 ∫∫
d2z1d
2z2
× zm1−n11 zm2−n22 L(m1−n1)n1 (2|z1|2)L(m2−n2)n2 (2|z2|2)W (z1, z2), (15)
where Lαn(x) are the generalized Laguerre polynomials.
The master equation (12) generating the dissipative time evolution of the photon den-
sity matrix ρ(t) becomes a Fokker-Planck equation for the corresponding Wigner function;
explicitly, one finds:
∂tWt(z1, z2) =
λ
2
[∑
j
(
∂xjxj + ∂yjyj
)
+ (2M + 1)
∑
j
(∂2xj + ∂
2
yj
)
]
Wt(α1, α2) , (16)
where xj and yj are the real and imaginary parts of zj, j = 1, 2.
The initial a-port photon state is the entangled twin-beam state (4), and its corresponding
Wigner function is of Gaussian form. Since the equation (16) contains at most second order
derivative, it preserves its Gaussian form; indeed, the time evolved Wigner function takes
the explicit form [42]:
Wt(z1, z2) =
1
4pi2Σ2+Σ
2−
exp
{
− (x1 + x2)
2
4Σ2+
− (y1 + y2)
2
4Σ2−
− (x1 − x2)
2
4Σ2−
− (y1 − y2)
2
4Σ2+
}
, (17)
where the functions
Σ± =
1
2
(
M +
1
2
)(
1− e−λt)+ σ±e−λt , (18)
give the explicit time dependence, while the coefficients σ± = e±2|r| contain the dependence
on the initial squeezing parameter r (cf. (3)).
Using this result with t = τ , the photon flight time inside the interferometers, and the
general formula (15), one can now evaluate how the uncertainty ∆E in the determination
of the holographic fluctuations in (11) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish, φ1,0 = φ2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the ideal result ∆E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy effects induced by the environment. In this situation, recalling
(6) and (11), the expression of the uncertainty ∆E reduces to:
∆E/∆Ecl = 2
(〈
∆N 4〉− 〈∆N 2〉2)1/2〈
(a†1 + a1)(a
†
2 + a2)
〉 , ∆N = a†1a1 − a†2a2 , (19)
where ∆Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the apparatus with classical coherent light.
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Figure 2: Behaviour of the uncertainty, normalized to its classical value, in presence of an external
bath as a function of the parameter  ⌧ , with squeezing r = 3 and  ! ' 1.
of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [21]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the presence of the environment according to the formula:
 E/ Ecl ' 8 sinh(2r)
⇣
 ⌧
⇥
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)  1⇤⌘1/2 , (18)
where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Therefore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
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fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
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case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Therefore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
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of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the cas in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the ideal r sult  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [23]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the presence of the environment according to the formula:
 E/ Ecl ' 8
sinh(2r)
⇣
 ⌧
⇥
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)  1⇤⌘1/2 , (18)
where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the apparatus wit classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [17] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [24, 25]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [24, 25] for further discussions). For typical photon
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of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
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where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final re ark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezi g ter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small 10 20. Therefore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
environments can be safely ign red. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [21]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the resence of the environment according to the formula:
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where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
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The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [17] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [24, 25]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
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Noisy ↵ects in interferometric quantum
gravity tests
Abstract
Quantum-enhanced metrology is boosting interferometer sensitivities to extraordinary
levels, up to the point where table-top experiments have been proposed to measure
Planck-scale e↵ects predicted by quantum gravity theories. In setups involving multiple
photon interferometers, as those for measuring the so-called holographic fluctuations,
e tanglement provides substantial improvements in sensitivity. Entanglement is how-
ever a fragile reso rce and m y be endangered by decoh rence phenomena. We analyze
how n isy e↵ects arising either from the weak coupling to an external environment or
from the modification of the canonical commutation relations in photon propagation
may a↵ect this entanglem n enhanced gain in sensitivity.
1 Introduction
M = 1
M = 10 1
M = 10 2
Most approaches to quantum gravity, either e↵ective or fundamental, generally predict
the appearance of non-standard phenomena at the Planck scale, due to the “foamy” struc-
ture of spacetime.1 It is however di cult in general to estimate how these necessarily tiny
disturbances could become visible in an actual experimental setup.
1The original idea that at Planck scale quantum fluctuations of the space geometry could destroy the
smoothne s of the spacetime manifold as be n intr duced in [1] and, since then, further discussed by many
authors (e.g. see [4]-[11]); for r cent reviews a d further d tails, see [12, 13] and r ferences therein.
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Figure 3: Behaviour of the uncertainty, normalized to its classical value, in presence of an external
bath, as a function of the coupling parameter λτ , for different values of the parameter M , with
squeezing r = 2.
The explicit evaluation of this ratio is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts
to the computation of integrals of the form (15) with monomials up t ord r four [4 ]. To
lowest order in the small parameter λτ , one finds:
∆E/∆Ecl ' 8
√
λτ
sinh(2r)
[
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)− 1
]1/2
. (20)
In general, also the coherent states |µ〉 entering the other two ports of the apparatus are
affected by damping, so that they are modified by additional terms of order λτ or smaller.
However, their contribution to the uncertainty involves in practice only the denominator
of (19); since the numerator turns out to be roportional to
√
λτ , one can compute th
denominator in the zero-th order approximation, i.e. with ordinary coherent st tes.
The behaviour of the ratio ∆E/∆Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter λτ is
reported in Figure 2, for different values of the parameter M . As discussed before, this
parameter describes the bath properties, and in particular it contai s the dependence on the
bath temperature. However, imperfections in the preparati n of the initial twin-beam st te
could result in additional, effective “thermal” noise, that can fu ther contribute to M [44].
It is thus preferable to study the behaviour of the ratio in (20) for different values of M
instead of directly the bath temperature, treating M as an effective thermal parameter.
Although the presence of the bath makes now the uncertainty nonvanishing, the advantage
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Figure 2: Behaviour of the uncertainty, normalized to its classical value, in presence of an external
bath as a function of the parameter  ⌧ , with squeezing r = 3 and  ! ' 1.
of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [21]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the presence of the environment according to the formula:
 E/ Ecl ' 8 sinh(2r)
⇣
 ⌧
⇥
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)  1⇤⌘1/2 , (18)
where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Therefore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Therefore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [17] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [24, 25]. In this
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the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [21]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the presence of the environment according to the formula:
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The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still r tains a b tter sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable usi g classical coh rent lig t.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Therefore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtain d is due o the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
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where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
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of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the cas in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the ideal r sult  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
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ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
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indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [17] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
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fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [24, 25]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
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1
Figure 4: Behaviour of the uncertainty, normalized to its classical value, in presence of an external
bath as a function of the squeezing parameter r, for different values of the parameter M , in a
regime of weak coupling, λτ = 10−3.
of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, provided the couplings
with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty indeed approaches
zero in case of vanishingly small coupling λτ . The behaviour of the uncertainty as a function
of the squeezing parameter is instead reported in Figure 3: one realizes that by increasing
r one can effectively contrast the oisy action of the bath. According to these plots, the
ratio ∆E/∆Ecl appears to become infinitely large for vanishing squeezing: this is due to the
approximation used in deriving the formula in (9) which ceases to be reliable for vanishingly
small r, as its denominator becomes zero.2
The setup design proposed in [25] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather
robust against environmental noise: e apparatus still retains a bett r sensitivity in holo-
graphic fluctuations determination than the one attainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself effectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [45, 46]. In this case,
on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter λτ to
2Only for a zero temperature bath (M = 0) the expression in (20) is still valid even for vanishing squeezing:
in this case, no advantage in sensitivity should be gained with respect to a “classical” apparatus, as the the
light entering all ports of the double interferometer is coherent, and indeed, one finds: ∆E ' ∆Ecl.
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be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e. λτ ' ωγ/MP , with
ωγ the mean photon energy (see [45, 46] for further discussions). For typical photon energy
used in experiments (ωγ ' 1 eV) and squeezing parameter r ' 1, the normalized uncertainty
∆E/∆Ecl is found to be as small as 10−15. Therefore, the decohering effects generated
by quantum gravity induced environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed
in the following Section, other Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of
the travelling photons inside the interferometers and therefore affect the estimation of the
uncertainty ∆E .
4 Noise induced by modified commutation relations
As mentioned in the introductory remarks, many approaches to fundamental physics predict
the existence of a minimum length, leading in turn to a modification of the usual canonical
commutation relations. Taking an effective approach, the most general extension of the
coordinate-momentum commutation relations involves additional terms [27]-[31]:
[xi, pj] = iδij + gij , [xi, xj] = `ij , [pi, pj] = hij . (21)
As a result of this modification, also the behaviour of the photons inside the interferometers,
especially those that are prepared in a highly nonclassical, entangled state, may be altered
as well. Although in general the quantities gij, `ij and hij may themselves be functions of
the coordinates xi and momenta pi, we shall hereafter consider a simplified model where
only the x-p commutation relations are modified by a constant contribution, i.e.
[xi, pi] = i(1 + ε) , (22)
while [x1, x2] = [p1, p2] = 0, and [xi, pj] = 0 for i 6= j. By passing from the phase space to
mode operators, one easily sees that the standard canonical commutation relations can be
altered as follows
[a1, a2] = ε, [a1, a
†
2] = ε, [ai, a
†
i ] = 1 + ε , (23)
by the introduction of a real, adimensional, phenomenological parameter ε, assumed to be
small ε 1.3
The above modified commutation relations can be expressed in terms of standard mode
oscillators Ai, A
†
i , i = 1, 2,
[Ai, A
†
i ] = 1 , [Ai, Aj] = 0 , [Ai, A
†
j] = 0 i 6= j ,
Ai |0〉 = 0 i = 1, 2 , (24)
3Assuming that the noncommutative effects originate at a fundamental energy scale MF , one can express
this parameter as ε = α (ωγ/MF )
δ, with α an adimensional constant and δ = 1, 2; the value δ = 2 is favored
by string theory models and black hole physics, while δ = 1 can be motivated by more abstract group
and algebraic considerations [47]. Experimental efforts try to set bounds on the parameter α in both of
these scenarios, using both astrophysical systems and table-top experiments (e.g. see [47]-[53]), assuming
for simplicity MF of order of the Planck mass. A safe upper bound on the possible value of ε that can be
deduced from these studies is of the order 10−1 − 10−2.
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through the following relations:
a1 =A1
√
1 + ε+
ε
2
√
1 + ε
(A2 − A†2) ,
a2 =A2
√
1 + ε+
ε
2
√
1 + ε
(A1 + A
†
1) , (25)
which indeed reproduce (23). It should be stressed that Ai, A
†
i are just auxiliary operators,
useful for performing actual computations as they obey standard canonical commutation
relations; instead, photon states must now be constructed and described through the com-
mutators in (23).
Notice that the algebra generated by (23) does not admit a Fock representation, i.e. a
representation based on a lowest weight state, as defined by the condition ai|0〉 = 0. In
such cases, one defines the vacuum state through the auxiliary A-modes as in (24). As a
consequence, the two-mode squeezing operator S(ζ), constructed with the a-modes as in (3),
no longer generates the twin beam state (4) when acting on the vacuum, rather a modified
one |TWB′〉 = S(ζ) |0〉. Since the parameter ε is assumed to be very small, it will be
sufficient to compute the new state to first order in ε.
The new input state for the a-ports of the apparatus can then be obtained by first ex-
panding
ζa†1a
†
2 − ζ∗a1a2 = A+ εB , (26)
with
A = ζ A†1A†2 − ζ∗A1A2 ,
B = ζ
{
1
2
[(
A†1 + A
†
2
)2
+ A†1A1 − A2A†2
]}
− h.c. ,
and then using
eA+εB = eA
{
1 +
∫ 1
0
du
d
du
[
e−uAeu(A+εB)
]}
, (27)
≈ eA
{
1 + ε
∫ 1
0
du e−uA B euA
}
, (28)
to compute to first order in ε the action of the squeezing operator S(ζ) on the vacuum.
Assuming for simplicity a real squeezing parameter ζ ≡ r ∈ R, and recalling that:
e−uAA1,2 euA = cosh(ru)A1,2 + sinh(ru)A
†
2,1 ,
one finally gets that the modified input state becomes:
|TWB′〉 = |TWB〉+ εr erA
{
1
2
(
A†1 + A
†
2
)2
− 1
}
|0〉 , (29)
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Figure 2: Behaviour of the uncertainty, normalized to its classical value, in presence of an external
bath as a function of the parameter  ⌧ , with squeezing r = 3 and  ! ' 1.
of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [21]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the presence of the environment according to the formula:
 E/ Ecl ' 8 sinh(2r)
⇣
 ⌧
⇥
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)  1⇤⌘1/2 , (18)
where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Therefore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Therefore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the cas in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the ideal r sult  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [23]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
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where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the apparatus wit classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external environment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [17] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧  10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [24, 25]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [24, 25] for further discussions). For typical photon
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of the holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
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obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
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The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
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indeed approaches zero in case of va ishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧   10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Theref re, the decohering e↵ects gen rated by quantum gravity induced
environments can be safely i nored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
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noise: for couplings  ⌧   10 9 the apparatus still retains a bett r sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, no ice that the “foamy” structure of spac time at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectiv ly act as a noisy nv onment for th pr pagati g photo s [24, 25]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one c n estim te the dimensionless coupling parameter
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8Figure 4: Behaviour of e uncertainty, ormal z d to its classical value, in presenc of modified
photon-mode commutation relations, as a function of t squ ez g parameter r, for various values
of the deformation parameter ". " = 0.1 " = 0.05 " = 0.01
idea is that the no commutativity in pace position can act as a quantum fluctuation on the
optical compone ts of an interfer meter: these disturban es modify the length of the optical
path of the photons traveling i side the setup, causing a measurable change in the overall
optical phase shift. This signal, dubbed holographic fluctuation, is predicted to be extremely
small, but might be in the reach of setups using two couple interferometers, especially if fed
with highly nonclassical, entangl d light.
These c nclusions hold for an ideal a paratus, perfectly isolat d f om its environm nt.
Instead, we have here analyzed to what ext nt the entangled enhanced sensitivity in detect-
ing holographic fluctuations results robust against decohering e↵ects. I fact, the phot ns
travelling inside the interferometers inevitably interact with external environment, and this
leads to noise and dissipation; furthermore, the Planck scale noncommutativity, whose ef-
fects we want to detect, may itself act as decohering mechanism via a modification of the
canonical commutation relations obeyed by the photon mode operators.
We find that, if the coupling of the photons with the external environment is week, a
constraint in general very well satisfied in common experimental conditions, and the viola-
tions of the standard photon mode commutation relations are small, a phenomenologically
sensible assumption, the examined decohering e↵ects will not be ble to compl tely nullify
the advantages brought in by the use of entangled light. In other terms, our results see to
confirm the validity of the approach employing quantum-enhanced metrology for detecting
quantum gravity Planck scale e↵ects.
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Th explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
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in [15] that uses entangled photons appears the efore rather robust against environmental
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flu tuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photo [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
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phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
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idea is that the noncommutativity in space osition can act as a quantum fluctuation on the
optical comp nents of an inte ferom t r: these di turbances modify the length of the optical
path of the pho ons traveling inside the setup, causing a measur ble chang in the verall
optical ph se shift. T is signal, dubbed hologra hic fluctuation, is predicted to b extremely
small, bu might be in t e reach of setups using two couple i terferometers, especially if fed
with highly n nclassical, entangled li ht.
These conclusions hold for an id al apparatus, per ctly isolat f om its e vironm nt.
Instead, we have here analyzed to what ext nt the enta gle en anced sensitivity in detect-
ing holographic fluctuations results robust against decoh ing e↵ects. I f ct, the phot ns
travelling inside the interferometers inevitably int ract with external envir nmen , and this
leads to noise and dissipation; furthermore, the Planck scale noncommutativity, whose ef-
fects we wa t to detect, may itself act as decohering mechanis via a modification of the
canonical commutation relations obeyed by the photo mode operators.
We find h t, if th coupling of the photons with the external vironment is week, a
constraint in general very well satisfied in co on experiment l conditions, nd the viola-
tions of the standard h ton mode commutation el tions are small, a phenomen logically
sensible assumption, the examined decohering e↵ects will not be able to c pl tely nullify
the advantages brought n by the use of entangled light. In o her terms, our r sults seem to
confirm the validity of the approach employing quantum-enhanced metrology for detecting
quantum gravity Planck scale e↵ects.
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of th holographic fluctuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environment. As at
th end of the previous Section, we shall consider the ase in which the central values of e
phase shif s va ish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so that any deviation from the r sult  E = 0 there
obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects i duced by the environme t.
Th xplicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with mono ials up to order four [21]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the presence of the environment according to the formula:
 E/ Ecl ' 8 sinh(2r)
⇣
 ⌧
⇥
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)  1⇤⌘1/2 , (18)
where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the di nsionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
porte in Fig.2, ssuming standard values for sque zing parameter and bath tem erature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided th couplings wi h th x ernal envir nment is kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly mall coupling  ⌧ . The setup desig prop sed
in [15] that es enta gled photon ap rs th refore r ther robust ai st environme tal
noise: for couplings  ⌧   10 9 the app ratu still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtai ble usi g classical coherent lig t.
As a fin l remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale c n
itself e↵ectively ct as a noisy environment f r the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
ase, on rough dimensional gro nd , on can estimate the dimensionless o pling par meter
 ⌧ to be suppres ed by at le st an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. Therefore, the decoh ring e↵ec s generated by quantum g avity nduced
environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence t e behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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obtained is due to the noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluat on of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
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The behavi ur of the r io  E/ Ecl a a function of the dimensio less parameter  ⌧ is re-
porte in Fig.2, assum g stan ard values fo squeezing parameter and bath mperatur .
The advantage of feed ng the pparatu with entangl d p oton state is still apparent, pro-
vided th couplings ith the ex ernal envir nment is k pt small. Notice that the uncertainty
i eed approaches zero in case f vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
i [15] that ses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for coupli gs  ⌧   10 9 the apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations deter ination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, not ce that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself ↵ectively ct as a noisy environment for t e propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typical photon
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is found to be as
small as 10 20. The efore, the decohering e↵ects generated by quantum gravity induced
environment can be safely ig ored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale ph nom ca still i fluence t behavior of the travelling photo s inside he
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w e  Ecl is the uncertaint obtained feeding the apparatus wit classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled phot state is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the ext rn l environment is kept s al . Notice th the uncertainty
indeed approaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup desig pro os d
in [17] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust again t environmental
noise: for coupling  ⌧   10 9 the apparatus still ret ins a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself ↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating phot ns [24, 25]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one can estimate the dimensionless coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at l ast an inverse power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  th mean photon energy (se [24, 25] for further discussions). For typical pho on
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of the holographic flu tuations in (9) is altered by the presence of the environme t. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0 so that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obtained is due to th noisy e↵ cts induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [21]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the presence of the environment according to the formula:
 E/ Ecl ' 8 sinh(2r)
⇣
 ⌧
⇥
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)  1⇤⌘1/2 , (18)
where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained feeding the appartus with classical, coherent light.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl as a function of the dimensionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squeezing parameter and bath temperature.
The advantage of feeding the apparatus with entangled photon state is still apparent, pro-
vided the ouplings with the ex ern l environment i kept small. Notice that the uncertainty
indeed pproaches zero in case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The setup design proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
noise: for couplings  ⌧   10 9 apparatus still retains a better sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable using clas ical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimension l grounds, on can stimate the dime sionle s coupling parameter
 ⌧ to be uppres ed by at leas an i vers power of the Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). F typical photon
energy and squeezing aram ter, the normalized uncertai ty  E/ Ecl is foun to be as
small as 10 20. T erefore, the decohering e↵ects ge erated by quantum vity induced
environments can be safely ignored. However, as discussed in the following Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior of the travelling photons inside the
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the end of the previous Section, we shall consider the case in which the central values of the
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, s that any deviation from the result  E = 0 there
obt ined is due t noisy e↵ects induced by the environment.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome but straightforward, and it amounts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with monomials up to order four [21]. To lowest order
in the mall parameter  ⌧ , one finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
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 E/ Ecl ' 8 sinh(2r)
⇣
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⇥
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)  1⇤⌘1/2 , (18)
where  Ecl is the uncertainty obtained fee ing t appart s with classical, coherent light.
The b haviour of t ratio  E/ Ecl as a func ion of the dimensionless para ter  ⌧ is re-
ported i Fig.2, assuming tand r valu s for squeezing parameter and bath t mperature.
The advant ge of feeding th appar tus with enta gled photon state is still apparent, pro-
v ded the cou lings with the external environ ent is kept small. Notice that the uncer ai ty
i deed appr aches zero i case of vanishingly small coupling  ⌧ . The s tup d sign proposed
in [15] that uses entangled photons appears therefore rather robust against environmental
oise: for uplings  ⌧   10 9 the appar us still retai s a b tte sensitivity in holographic
fluctuations determi ation than the one obta nable using classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “foamy” structure of spacetime at the Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy environment for the propagating photons [22, 23]. In this
case, on rough dimensional grounds, ne can estimate the dimensionless coupling pa amet r
 ⌧ to be s ppressed by at least a inverse pow r f th Planck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the me n photon energy (see [22, 23] for further discussions). For typic l phot n
energy and squeezing parameter, the normalized uncertainty  E/ Ecl is fou d to b as
m ll as 10 20. Ther fo e, he decohering ↵e ts generated by quantu gravi y induced
nvironme t can be afely ignor d. However, as discussed in the followi g Section, other
Planck scale phenomena can still influence the behavior f the travelling photon i side the
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of the holographi fluctuations in (9) is ltered by the presence of the environment. As at
the end of the previous Section, we shall c nsid r the cas in which e central valu of th
phase shifts vanish,  1,0 =  2,0 = 0, so tha any deviation from h i e l sult  E = 0 there
obt ined is due to t e noisy e↵ec s induced by the nviron ent.
The explicit evaluation of  E is cumbersome bu straightforwa d, and it mou ts to the
evaluation of integrals of the form (13) with mon mials up o order four [23]. To lowest order
in the small parameter  ⌧ , on finds that the expression of the uncertainty  E is modified
by the presence of the environment according to the formula:
 E/ Ecl ' 8
sinh(2r)
⇣
 ⌧
⇥
(2M + 1) cosh(2r)  1⇤⌘1/2 , (18)
where  Ecl is he uncertainty obtained feeding the a paratus wit classical, coherent lig t.
The behaviour of the ratio  E/ Ecl s function f e dimen ionless parameter  ⌧ is re-
ported in Fig.2, assuming standard values for squ ezing parameter nd bath temperatur .
The advantage of feeding the apparatus wit en angled photon st e is still apparent, pro-
vided the couplings with the external enviro ment is kept small. N tic hat the u cert int
indeed approaches zero in case of anishi gly s all coupli g  ⌧ . The etup design propos d
in [17] that uses entangled photons appe rs theref re ather r bust gainst en i onmen al
noise: for couplings  ⌧   10 9 the apparatus still r tains a be t r se sitivity in h lographic
fluctuations determination than the one obtainable usin classical coherent light.
As a final remark, notice that the “fo my” structure of spac time at th Planck scale can
itself e↵ectively act as a noisy envi o ment for pr p gati g p oto s [24, 25]. In his
case, on rough dimensional grounds, one c n estimate t e i e sio less coupling p rameter
 ⌧ to be suppressed by at least an inverse power of the Pl nck mass MP , i.e.  ⌧ ' ! /MP ,
with !  the mean photon energy (see [24, 25] for furt er discu sio s). For typic phot n
8Figure 4: Behavi ur of the uncertainty, norm lized to ts classical value, in presence of m dified
photon-mod commut relations, as a function of the squeezing parameter r, for various values
of the deformation parameter ". " = 0.1 " = 0.05 " = 0.01
idea is that the noncommutati ty in space positi c n act as a quantum fluctuation on the
optical components of n interfer meter: these disturba ces modify the length of the opt cal
path of the photons traveling inside the setup, causing a measurable change in the overall
optical phase hift. This signal, dubb d holographic fluctuation, is predicted to be extremely
small, but might be in the reach of setups using two couple interferometers, especially if fed
with highly nonclassical, entangled light.
These conclusions hold for an ideal apparatus, perfectly isolat d f om its nvironm nt.
Instead, w ave here analyzed to what ext nt the entangled enhanced sensitivity in detect-
ing holographic fluctuations results robust against decohering e↵ects. I fact, the phot ns
travelling inside the interferometers inevitably interact with exte nal environment, a d is
leads to noise an dissipatio ; furthermore, th Planck scale noncommutativity, whose ef-
fects we want to detect, may itself act as decohering mechanism via a modification of the
canonical commutation relations obeyed by the photon mode operators.
We find that, if the coupling of the photons with the external envir n ent is week, a
constraint in ge eral very well satisfied in c mon exp rim ntal conditions, a d the viola-
tions of the standard photon mode co mutation rel i s are small, a phenom nologically
sensible as umption, the examined decohering e↵ cts will n t b able o compl tely nullify
the advantages brought in by the use of ntangled light. In ot er terms, our esults seem to
confirm the validity of the approach employing quantum-enhanced metrology fo detecting
quantum gravity Pl nck scale e↵e ts.
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Figure 5: Behaviour of the uncertainty, normalized to its classical valu , in presence of modified
photon-mode commutation relations, as a function of the squeezing parameter r, for various values
of the deformation p rameter ε.
where, now, |TWB〉 = er(A†1A†2−A1A2)|0〉; the state |TWB′〉 is a combination of entangled
states.
Using similar techniques and approximations, one can now evalu te th uncertainty ∆E in
holographic fluctuations estimation modified by presence of the parameter ε. As n the case
of environmental noise discussed in the previous Section, we shall assume zero central values
of the phase shifts, φ1,0 = φ2,0 = 0, so that the result (19) still holds, since as mentioned
before, in this condition the interferometers work as completely transparent media. Indeed,
(19) is the r sult of algebraic manipulations and does ot depend on specific prop ties f
the states. As a result, also in this case, non vanishing ∆E can only be ascribable to the
Planck scale modified commutation relations (23).
The explicit calculation gives, to first order in ε:
∆E/∆Ecl = 8 rε
sinh(2r)
. (30)
Notice that also the coherent states entering the other two ports of the apparatus should
be defined using the modified mode operators in (23), so that, to first order in ε, similarly
to (29) one can write: |µ′〉 = |µ〉 + ε−corr ction. However, since t y c ntribute only
to the denominat r of (19), and the numerator is proportion l to ε, one can compute the
denominator in the zero-th order approximation, i.e. with ordinary coherent states.
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The behaviour of this ratio as a function of the squeezing parameter r is plotted in Figure 5.
One can clearly see that the enhancement in sensitivity for the detection of holographic noise
due to the presence of entangled initial photons is still present, even for relatively large values
of ε.
5 Concluding remarks and outlooks
The spacetime non-commutativity at the Planck scale that most quantum gravity theory
predicts can in principle be detected using suitable photon interferometric apparata. The
idea is that the non-commutativity in space position can induce quantum fluctuations on
the optical components of an interferometer: these disturbances modify the length of the
optical path of the photons traveling inside the setup, causing a measurable change in the
overall optical phase shift. This signal, dubbed holographic fluctuation, is predicted to be
extremely small, but might be in the reach of setups using two interferometers, especially if
fed with highly nonclassical, entangled light.
These conclusions hold for an ideal apparatus, perfectly isolated from its environment.
Instead, we have here analyzed to what extent the entanglement enhanced sensitivity in
detecting holographic fluctuations proves to be robust against decohering effects. In fact,
the photons travelling inside the interferometers inevitably interact with their environment,
and this leads to noise and dissipation; furthermore, Planck scale non-commutativity, whose
effects we want to detect, may itself act as a decohering mechanism via a modification of
the canonical commutation relations obeyed by the photon mode creation and annihilation
operators.
We find that, if the coupling of the photons with the external environment is weak, a
constraint in general very well satisfied in common experimental conditions, and the viola-
tions of the standard photon mode commutation relations are small, a phenomenologically
sensible assumption, the examined decohering effects will not be able to completely nullify
the advantages brought in by the use of entangled light. In other terms, our results seem to
confirm the validity of the approach employing quantum-enhanced metrology for detecting
quantum gravity Planck scale effects.
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